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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, genetic algorithms are used to design multivariable fuzzy-logic controllers for robotic 
manipulators using no information regarding the dynamical parameters of such manipulators. In 
particular, it is shown that genetic algorithms provide a very effective means of determining both the 
optimal set of fuzzy rules and the domains of the associated fuzzy sets for such fuzzy-logic 
controllers. It is demonstrated, in the (case of a particular direct-drive two-link robotic manipulator, 
that such fuzzy-logic controllers can be readily robustified. 
1. INTRODUCTION 

In industrial applications, the 
computed-torque method (Craig (19rB9)) is 
frequently used in the control of non-redundant 
robotic manipulators. If the dynamical 
characteristics of such manipulators are known 
precisely, it is possible to introduce computed- 
torque/proportional-plusderivativecontirollers. 
However, in practice the values of the 
dynamical parameters required in such 
controllers are never known precisely. 
Therefore, explicit identification schemes have 
been introduced in connection with adaptive 
computed-torque controllers in order to avoid 
these difficulties (Craig (1989)). 

Such adaptive controllers for irobotic 
manipulators are, however, rather too 
complicated for routine industrial applications. 
There is therefore much scope for the 
development of simple and reliable robust non- 
adaptive controllers for such manipulators. 
Thus, for example, a new class of computed- 
torque/fuzzy-logic controllers was introduced 
by Porter and Zadeh (1995). It was 
demonstrated by Porter and Zadeh (1995) that 
such computed-torque/fuzzy-logic controllers 
a re  more robust than computed- 
torque/proportional-plusderivativecontrollers, 
even when such controllers are genetically 
tuned in the sense of Porter and Jones ((1992) 
and Porter, Mohamed, and Jones (1993). 
However, the computed-torque/fuzzy-logic 
controllers of Porter and Zadeh (1995) still 
require precise estimates of the dynamical 
parameters. 

In this paper, this need for such 
parameter estimates is circumvented by using 

multivariable fuzzy-logic controllers governed 
by non-linear control-law equations of the 
form 

expressed in terms of fuzzy logic, wherereR" 
is the vector of actuator torques and eeR" is 
the vector of joint-angle errors. It is shown 
that genetic algorithms (Goldberg (1989)) 
provide a very effective means of determining 
both the optimal set of fuzzy rules and the 
domains of the associated fuzzy sets for such 
fuzzy-logic controllers. It is demonstrated that 
such controllers can be readily robustified to 
cope with uncertainties in the dynamical 
characteristics of robotic manipulators. 
2. GENETIC DESIGN PROCEDURE 

The multivariable fuzzy-logic 
controllers under investigation are governed by 
sets of rules of the following form: 
vel is P:' ami e, is P? ... ami e, is pW 
and 
then T~ is RY and r, is R , ~  ... and 

(2) rw is R,, . 
The entire sets of fuzzy sets in the ei, 4, and 

T = Z (e$) (1) 

U3 

is Q:' and i, is Q~~ ... and in is Q? 

cr,, 

ui (i = 1, 2, ..., n) spaces are, respectively, Pi 
= {P!'), PiQ, ..., Pi@)), Qi = {a,('), QiG), ..., 
Q/@), and R, = {R,('), So), ..., R,'"). (i = 1, 
2, ..., n). In this notation jie{l, 2, ..., p), 
kie (1, 2, ..., q), and lie{l, 2, ..., r! (i = 1, 
2, . . . , n). In addition, these entire fuzzy sets 
are symmetric and are, respectively, defined 
on the domains [ - ai, ai], [ - Pi,  S i ] ,  and 
[ - yi, yJ (i = 1, 2, ..., n). 

It is evident from the generic rule (2) 
that there are altogether (pq)" rules each with 
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a different antecedent for each of which the 
appropriate consequent must be determined in 
terms of the entire sets of fuzzy sets R,(i = 1 ,  
2, ..., n). In addition, there are 3n domains 
of the fuzzy sets for each of which the 
appropriate parameter must be determined. 
The genetic design procedure accordingly 
represents each fuzzy-logic controller governed 
by equation (1) as an entire string of 
(@q)" + 3n) concatenated sub-strings of 
binary digits. The Darwinian fitness, @ , of 
the controller represented by each such string 
of binary digits can be conveniently obtained 
by evaluating the cost function 

r = JOTie(t)iim (3) 
when the robotic manipulator performs a task 
of duration. T Indeed, 

where veR' is an appropriately large number. 
( o = v - r  (4) 

The evolutionary process involved in 
the genetic design of these multivariable fuzzy- 
logic controllers for robotic manipulators starts 
by randomly generating an entire population of 
binary strings. Then, using the standard 
genetic operations of selection, crossover, and 
mutation (Goldberg (1989)), entire successive 
populations of binary strings are caused to 
evolve. In this way, fuzzy-logic controllers of 
progressively increasing fitness are produced 
until no significant further improvement is 
achievable. The controller with the largest 
achievable fitness, a-, is clearly (in view of 
equation (4)) the required multivariable fuzzy- 
logic controller with the smallest achievable 
cost function, I'&. This evolutionary process 
thus provides the optimal controller when the 
robotic manipulator performs the specified 
task. 
3. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 

This general genetic methodology can 
be conveniently illustrated by designing 
multivariable fuzzy-logic controllers for the 
practical direct-drive two-link robotic 
manipulator located in the laboratories at the 
University of Salford. In this case, n = 2, p 
= 3 , q =  3, and r = 7. It follows that the 
fuzzy sets involved in the rules for the 
controller are P, = {Pl('), PI*, Pl0)) P, = 
W'), P2*, P2')), Ql = (Q1(l), Q1*, Q1(3')y 4, 
= (Q;'), Q2G), Q,") R, = {Rl('), R 1 7  0 R 1 ,  (3) 

R,(n, R1@), R,O), and R, = {R:'), RZ0, 
R,", RZm, Riq ,  RJn, R2(6), R,'") with 
co r re spond ing  d o m a i n s  [ - a,, a , ] ,  

[ - yl, y J, and [ - yz7 y2]. In this case, these 
are therefore (3 x 3)* = 81 different 
antecedents in these rules together with 
3 x 2 = 6 associated domains. However, it 
is assumed that any optimal set of such rules 
includes the following rule (where Z = fuzzy 
set ZERO): 

is Z and e, is Z and e2 
is Z then T is Z and T~ is Z. 
The removal of this rule and the assumption of 
symmetry amongst the remaining 80 rules thus 
leads to the need to determine the appropriate 
consequent in only 40 rules. In each such 
rule, the sub-sets of P, and Pz can each be 
represented by 3 bits so that the rules involved 
in each multivariable fuzzy-logic controller can 
be represented by a sub-string of 40 x 6 = 
240 bits. If, in addition, each of the 6 
domains is represented by 10 bits, the domains 
involved in each fuzzy-logic controller can be 
represented by a further sub-string of 6 x 10 
= 60 bits. Therefore, each fuzzy-logic 
controller is represented by a string of 240 x 
60 = 300 bits. In applying the genetic 
algorithm, it was found that excellent results 
were obtained using a population N = 20, a 
crossover probability pE = 0.8, a mutation 
probability p, = 0.05, with evolution 
occurring over 10oO generations. 

In order to demonstrate the ease with 
which robust multivariable fuzzy-logic 
controllers can be genetically designed for 
robotic manipulators usiw no information 
regarding the dvnamical Darameters of such 
manimdators, it is instructive to perform the 
following series of three designs: 
(i) The ant-oller is first designed in the 

absence of any payload, and the 
resulting good timedomain behaviour 
of the end effector in the Cartesian x-y 
plane is as shown in Figure l(a) for 
which the associated cost function is 

I?, = 144.2 x (6) 
If this controller is now used when the 
manipulator carries a payload of 4kg, 
then the resulting very oscillatory time- 
domain behaviour of the end effector is 

[ - a219 [ .. pi ,  P i 1 9  [ - P ~ Y P ~ ]  

If e, is Z and 
( 5 )  
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as shown in Figure l(b) for which the 
associated cost function is 

The controller is then designed in the 
presence of a payload of 4kg, and the 
resulting good timedomain behaviour 
of the end effector is as shown in 
Figure 2(b) for which the associated 
cost function is 

If this controller is now usecl in the 
absence of any payload, then the 
resulting rather oscillatory time.domain 
behaviour of the end effector is as 
shown in Figure 2(a) for which the 
associated cost function is 

The controller is then designed in the 
case of a composite task consisting of 
the task in the absence of any ]payload 
together with the task in the presence 
of a payload of 4kg. If this controller 
is now used in the absence of any 
payload, then the resulting good time- 
domain behaviour of the end effector is 
as shown in Figure 3(a) for which the 
associated cost function is 

Finally, if this controller is now used 
in the presence of a payload of 4kg, 
then the resulting acceptable time- 
domain behaviour of the end effector is 
as shown in Figure 3(b) for which the 
associated cost function is 

rz = 360.0 x io-? (7) 
(ii) 

r3 = 236 x io4. (8) 

r, = 317 x io-,. (9) 
(iii) 

r, = 185.8 x io-'. (io) 

r, = 259.7 x (11) 
These results indicate that the genetic design 
procedure involved in (iii) readily produces 
robust controllers. Thus, rS r4 even 
though rs > rl; and r6 r2 even Ihough 
I', > r3: in addition, 

4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, genetic algorithms have 

been used to design multivariable fuzzy-logic 
controllers for robotic manipulators using no 
information regarding the dynamical 
parameters of such manipulators. In 
particular, it has been shown that genetic 
algorithms provide a very effective means of 
determining both the optimal sets of fuzzy 

r5 +r6 < rl +r2 and r, +r6 < r3 +I-,. 

rules and the domains of the associated fuzzy 
sets for such fuzzy-logic controls. It has been 
demonstrated, in the case of a particular 
directdrive two-link robotic manipulator, that 
such fuzzy-logic controllers can be readily 
robustified to cope with uncertainties in the 
dynamical characteristics of robotic 
manipulators. 
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Figure 1 : Trajectory-tracking performanice o f  
controller tuned with no payload 

( a )  Without payload (b) With 4kg payload 
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Figure 2 : Trajectory-tracking performance of 
controller tuned with 4kg payload 

(a) Without playload ( b )  With 4kg payload 
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Figure 3 : Trajectory-Tracking performance of 
controller tuned for composite task 

(a) Without payload ( b >  With 4kg payload 
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